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Richie Porte named athlete of the year
CYCLIST Richie Porte is the Southern Cross
Television Tasmanian Athlete of the Year for
2013.
The announcement was made by the Minister
for Sport and Recreation, Michelle O’Byrne, at a
ceremony at Wrest Point in Hobart.
Richie beat George Bailey (cricket), Amy
Cure (cycling), Eddie Ockenden (hockey)
and Rebecca Van Asch (lawn bowls) for the
prestigious award.
Richie created history in March when he became
the first Australian to win the Paris-Nice Road
World
champion
crew: Todd Skipworth (WAIS/TIS), Ben Cureton (WAIS/TIS), Sam Beltz and Anthony Edwards.
Race. He set up the
overall
victorylightweight
winning two
stages including the individual time trial.

Going from strength to strength
In July Richie rode in his second Tour de France.
Having finished second in stage eight of the
Tour, Richie then set about playing support rider
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sporting heritage and record of achievement in
sport at the highest level.

ROWING
letes with most athletes starting their year with
almost a continuous string of training camps as
they prepare for the upcoming Olympic selection regatta.
The year started with a two-week camp at Barrington for the lightweight men’s sweep and
heavyweight men’s sculling Olympic shadow
squads. One of the highlights of this camp was
when the groups raced against each other in
front of Tasmania’s up-and-coming young athletes at the January state pennant regatta.

All Tasmanian-based athletes competed in the
Tasmanian rowing championships with all of
them enjoying success in various sculling and
sweep events.
Returning athlete Dana Faletic impressed all,
not only by winning the women’s single but by
competing for her club Lindisfarne in various
crew combinations, rowing with some young
athletes which lifted them to some solid results.
Her experience was a tremendous help to
these young rowers.

The 2012 national rowing championships were
held from March 5-11 in Perth, Western Australia. One of the highlights was TIS lightweight
It’s not every day that you have 12 world chamathletes Sam Beltz, Anthony Edwards, Todd
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in a lightning fast time of 5:31 with the John
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training at Franklin.
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Ali Foot and Tom Gibson
training at Franklin.

Rowing program going from strength to strength
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in the men’s double scull, and Kerry Hore who
is hoping to reclaim her seat in the women’s
double scull after a fine silver in that boat at the
2011 world rowing championships.

Rowing program going from strength to strength
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Blair Tunevitsch and Rod Chisholm (NSWIS) preparing for selection.

Blair Tunevitsch and Rod Chisholm (NSWIS) preparing for selection.
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World champion lightweight crew: Todd Skipworth (WAIS/TIS), Ben Cureton (WAIS/TIS), Sam Beltz and Anthony Edwards.

Going from strength to strength
Minister for Sport and Recreation Michelle O’Byrne with 2014 TIS scholarship holders.
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World champion lightweight crew: Todd Skipworth (WAIS/TIS), Ben Cureton (WAIS/TIS), Sam Beltz and Anthony Edwards.

Jeremy Edwards (above) and Nick Budgeon (above right) during the recent AHL.
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athletes Sam Beltz, Anthony Edwards, Todd

• JWC Men 6-15 December 2013 (New Delhi)
Skipworth and Ben Cureton winning the men’s
• Futures
- women’s
campbeating
8-15 the
December
heavyweight
four event,
much larg2013
er and more favoured crews. Sam and Anthony
• Kookaburras
League fifth
finalin 10-18
also finished World
a very creditable
the pair.
January 2014 (New Delhi)
Other notable results include Kate Hornsey
• Futures
camp mid-February
2014
winning- Men’s
the women’s
pair, Scott Brennan
(Canberra)
defending his title in the men’s heavyweight
• Kookaburras - Azlan Shah Cup 13-23 March
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Merry Christmas from all at the TIS
This Christmas, when you are relaxing and enjoying time with family, spare a thought for our
athletes who are still training and, in some cases, competing.
MARCH 2012
2013 was another extremely positive year for the TIS athletes and coaches. And here’s hoping
2014 will be just as successful.
While we look forward to 2014 with some excitement, in the meantime, on behalf of everyone at
the TIS, please have a safe and Merry Christmas and we look forward to seeing you supporting
our athletes in 2014.

Strength and conditioning conference
physical preparation

practitioners in the world, but it also allows us
to have informal conversations with many other
S&C coaches and technology suppliers. One
of these suppliers was the company Fusion
Sport, the company responsible for our recently
installed TISLink system.

due to injury. Of interest was the way the club
interprets and uses testing that is performed on
some of our TIS athletes. We look forward to
exploring the potential uses for this within the
TIS.

THIS year the TIS sent its largest ever contingent
of strength and conditioning representatives
to the Australian Strength and Conditioning
These five days provided the TIS S&C team
World champion lightweight crew: Todd Skipworth (WAIS/TIS), Ben Cureton (WAIS/TIS), Sam Beltz and Anthony Edwards.
Association (ASCA) conference, held from 8 In conjunction with the conference, the National with new information and ideas to look to
to 10 November 2013 at the iconic Melbourne Institute Network held its own in-house implement within our programming, testing
presentations, opening up information sharing and evaluations. Some of the ideas that we
Cricket Ground.
and discussion between S&C coaches from have taken away from the Conference and PD
These representatives included staff members the various institutes and academies around experiences and will look to implement are:
Culhane
and Calvin
Philp,toPhD
student Australia.
THEPete
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Going from strength to strength
ROWING
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Busy year forTASMANIAN
ETS hockey
program
hockey ets
MARCH 2012
2013 has seen a busy year for the ETS
program, with the final competition event held
through September and October.
Nineteen ETS athletes competed at the under
15 nationals. The under 15 boys managed
steamy conditions in Darwin well to finish fifth.
The girls, although competitive, had a much
harder time in Busselton, WA, and finished
seventh. The highlight of the girl’s tournament
was winning their final match against Victoria
and knocking the Victorians out of second
position.
A number of ETS athletes have had outstanding
Ilene Carr and members of the ETS hockey program.
individual performances in 2013 and have
been recognised by Hockey Australia. Four held in early February in Brisbane.
of ETS athletes are back into training and
athletes have beenWorld
rewarded
for
their
individual
participating
in stateEdwards.
team trials. A schedule
champion lightweight crew: Todd Skipworth (WAIS/TIS), Ben Cureton (WAIS/TIS), Sam
Beltz and Anthony
performances at the under 18 nationals and As the underpinning program to the TIS hockey change to the national hockey championship
have won selection into the national under 18s scholarship program, one of the key objectives calendar now sees the under 18 and under 15
futures program. Jai Walker-Kidd, Patrick Todd is to transition athletes onto scholarship. Five nationals being conducted in April 2014. Due to
and Jayden Pearson have all been selected athletes have been rewarded for their 2013 these April events, two trials were held in the
in the boy’s squad while Madeleine Murphy performance and have been recently announced last week of November and in the first week
THEhas
TIS been
rowing
programin continues
to go from
All Tasmanian-based
competed
in the
included
the girl’s squad.
Maddie as 2014 scholarship holders - Benjamin Austin, of December
for all teamsathletes
with final
selections
strength
to
strength
as
athletes
for will
Tasmanian
championships
with all of
and TIS scholarship holder Lilystrive
Kirkland
Jayden Pearson, Jai Walker-Kidd, Patrick Todd to take
place inrowing
the first
week of February
Olympic selection.
enjoying
in various
sculling
participate in a camp in Canberra in December and Madeleine Murphy. Congratulations to all.
2014.them
Athletes
will success
take a short
break over
the and
letes with most athletes starting their year with
sweep
events.
TIS that
rowing
Edwards
has been
willathlete
includeAnthony
four matches
against
Japan’s almost a continuous string of training camps as Christmas period and then be back into full
awarded
prestigious
titleThe
of boy’s
Rowing
AusReturning
athlete Dana Faletic impressed all,
under the
18 women’s
team.
camp
will be After
a short for
post-season
break,
the majority
for 2014.
they prepare
the upcoming
Olympic
selec- training

Going from strength to strength
ROWING

tralia Athlete of the Year after an outstanding
2011 culminating with his crew winning the
lightweight four at the world rowing championships. Anthony and his crewmates and fellow TIS scholarship holders Sam Beltz (TIS),
Todd Skipworth (WAIS/TIS) and Ben Cureton
(WAIS/TIS) were alsoROWING
honoured with the Australian lightweight four winning the Male Crew
of the Year award.

tion regatta.

not only by winning the women’s single but by
competing for her club Lindisfarne in various
crew combinations, rowing with some young
athletes which lifted them to some solid results.
Her experience was a tremendous help to
scholarship
program Tier 2 – S Beltz, K Hore
these young rowers.

Rowing athletes back into full training

AFTER a short break, our TIS athletes are back

TIS Rowing Coach Brett Crow was named
into full training as the rowing season begins for
Coach of the Year after the outstanding work he
2013/14.
did with
the lightweight four. TIS/AIS scholarship holder Kerry Hore was also successful at
During October
andofNovember,
national
the awards
being a part
the winningour
Female
representatives
attended
national
camps
at the
Crew of the Year. Kerry was honoured with this
AISinas
part of an of
early
training
award
recognition
her preparation
second place
in the and
women’s
double scull at the 2011 world rowing
planning.
championships.

5km time
have
each
month
2012Our
started
very trials
well for
thebeen
TIS held
rowing
ath-

The year started with a two-week camp at Barrington for the lightweight men’s sweep and
heavyweight men’s sculling Olympic shadow
since
September
with
a welcome
return
fromwas
our
squads.
One of the
highlights
of this
camp
two
Olympians
Sam
Beltz
(fourth
lightweight
when the groups raced against each other in
four
and Kerry
Hore (fourth young
– women’s
front2012)
of Tasmania’s
up-and-coming
athquad
2012).
Both
athletes
are
performing
letes at the January state pennant regatta. well

with winning performances in all time trials and
It’s not every day that you have 12 world chamstrong
performances at the two state regattas.
pions racing together at Lake Barrington, and
what a spectacle it was in the traditional final

Following
trial, 12 rowers
race of thethe
dayNovember
– the men’stime
eights.
have been invited to attend the national time
Bothinthe
men’sbeing
lightweight
eight
and men’s
trial
Sydney
held from
December
13quad scull were invited to join the club and
15.
school crews in the event. The lightweight men
won in a lightning fast time of 5:31 with the John
The
rowing program
has confirmed
its
Driessen-coached
quad coming
a close secscholarships
for
2013/14
under
the
tier
ond.

Tier 3 – A Foot, B Tunevitsch, D Purcell, N
TheE2012
national
rowing championships were
Silcox,
Flecker,
T Gibson
MarchS5-11
in Perth,
WesternMAusTier held
4 – from
G Nesbitt,
Volker,
E Kalimnios,
tralia. One of the highlights was TIS lightweight
McQueeny.
athletes Sam Beltz, Anthony Edwards, Todd
Skipworth and Ben Cureton winning the men’s
The TIS program would like to welcome Anthony
heavyweight four event, beating the much largEdwards
itsfavoured
rowing program.
Anthony
is
er andinto
more
crews. Sam
and Anthony
a five-time
Olympic
rower.
He
retired
after
the
also finished a very creditable fifth in the pair.

London Olympics and will work alongside Brett
notabletheresults
include
Kate Hornsey
CrowOther
to support
TIS rowing
program
and
winning
the
women’s
pair,
Scott
coach the Emerging Talent Squad (ETS). Brennan
defending his title in the men’s heavyweight
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Internet safety TASMANIAN
awareness
a focus
in 2014
athlete career
& education

MARCH 2012

Cyber safety
THE TIS and Sport and Recreation Tasmania
are hosting an internet safety awareness
presentation CyberSafety Outreach early in
2014.
Delivered by the Australian Communications
and Media Authority (ACMA), it is designed for
athletes, coaches, administrators and parents.
It forms part of a national program of
CyberSafety initiatives.
Importantly, the CyberSafety Outreach –
Internet Safety awareness presentation is
Athletes, from left, Belinda Goss, Mark Divin, Aiden Blizzard and Eddie Ockenden speaking at the TIS
thorough and non-technical.
World champion lightweight crew: Todd Skipworth (WAIS/TIS), Ben Cureton (WAIS/TIS), Sam Beltz and Anthony Edwards.
coaches forum.

Mental health

The forum assisted coaches and provided an
opportunity to learn from keynote speakers
whose presentations covered:

Going from strength to strength
It covers a range of issues including:

• The ways athletes use the internet and
emerging technologies.
THE• TIS
rowing risks
program
to go from
for continues
athletes online,
such as
Potential
strength
to
strength
as
athletes
for
cyber bullying, identity theft, strive
inappropriate
Olympic selection.
contact and exposure to inappropriate
TIS rowing
athlete Anthony Edwards has been
content.
awarded
the
prestigious
Rowing
• Tips to help
athletestitle
stayofsafe
online.Australia Athlete of the Year after an outstanding
2011 culminating with his crew winning the
Launceston
Session
lightweight
four at
the world rowing champiWednesday
January
2014
onships.
Anthony29and
his crewmates
and fellow Location:
TIS scholarship
holders
Sam Beltz
(TIS),of
Auditorium,
Tasmanian
Institute
ToddSport
Skipworth (WAIS/TIS) and Ben Cureton
(WAIS/TIS)
wereComplex,
also honoured
with Road,
the AusSilverdome
55 Oakden
tralian
lightweight
four
winning
the
Male
Crew
Prospect
of the
Year
award.
6pm – 7.30pm

TIS Rowing Coach Brett Crow was named
Coach
of theSession
Year after the outstanding work he
Hobart
did with
the lightweight
Thursday
30 Januaryfour.
2014TIS/AIS scholarshipLocation:
holder Kerry
Hore
was
successful
at
The Olympiansalso
Room,
Tasmanian
the awards
being
a
part
of
the
winning
Female
Hockey Centre
Crew
theStreet,
Year. Kerry
19ofBell
New was
Townhonoured with this
award in recognition of her second place in the
6pm - 7.30pm
women’s double scull at the 2011 world rowing
championships.

RSVPs are required by Monday 20 January

20122014.
started
very RSVP
well for
rowing athPlease
to the
6165TIS
6630

Relationships Australia recently facilitated two
mental health sessions for TIS coaches and
staff.

ROWING

The sessions, held in Hobart and Launceston,
letes with
most to
athletes
their year
were
designed
assist starting
our coaches
and with
staff
almost
a
continuous
string
of
training
camps
as
to better understand mental health issues
they prepare for the upcoming Olympic selecsuch as anxiety, depression, stress and eating
tion regatta.
disorders.
The year started with a two-week camp at Barrington
for the
lightweight
men’sand
sweep
and
The
sessions
were
well received
will better
heavyweight
men’s
sculling
Olympic
shadow
equip our coaches and staff in identifying early
squads. One of the highlights of this camp was
signs
of mental health issues with our athletes.
when the groups raced against each other in
front of Tasmania’s up-and-coming young athCoach
development
letes at the
January state pennant regatta.

It’s not every day that you have 12 world chamThe
two-day
TISatcoaches
forum heldand
in
pions2013
racing
together
Lake Barrington,
November
was
well
attended
–
36
attendees
on
what a spectacle it was in the traditional final
Friday
attendees
race ofevening
the day and
– the43men’s
eights.on Saturday.
Both the men’s lightweight eight and men’s

The forum provided the opportunity to join
quad scull were invited to join the club and
fellow
Tasmanian coaches and keynote
school crews in the event. The lightweight men
speakers
from Australia
to of
discuss
keythe
themes
won in a lightning
fast time
5:31 with
John
and
topics
facing
coaches
and
athletes
high
Driessen-coached quad coming a closein secperformance
sport.
ond.

• How
should YOU look
to produce
and
All Tasmanian-based
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competed
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develop
high
performance
athletes
in
their
Tasmanian rowing championships with all of
daily
training
environment.
them
enjoying
success in various sculling and
sweep
events.
• The decision-making process of athletes and
how
that effects
theirDana
performance.
Returning
athlete
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notimportance
only by winning
the women’s
single but by
• The
of networking
and knowledge
competing for her club Lindisfarne in various
sharing.
crew combinations, rowing with some young
• The
importance
decision-making.
athletes
whichoflifted
them to some solid results.
• The
skilla acquisition
Herimportance
experienceofwas
tremendouswithin
help to
thesedevelopment.
young rowers.
athlete
• Technology
development
within coachingwere
The 2012 national
rowing championships
and
how
it should
utilized.
held
from
Marchbe5-11
in Perth, Western Australia. One of the highlights was TIS lightweight
athletes
Sam
Beltz,Jones,
Anthony
Edwards,
Speakers
were
Dr Colin
UTAS,
Dr DavidTodd
Skipworth and Ben Cureton winning the men’s
Martin, AIS, athletes Eddie Ockenden, Belinda
heavyweight four event, beating the much largGoss,
Markmore
Divinfavoured
and Aiden
Blizzard,
Landell
er and
crews.
Sam and
Anthony
Archer,
Sportstec,
David
Rath,
Hawthorn
also finished a very creditable fifth in the pair.

Football Club, Mel Bush, Womensport and
Other notable
results
Kate Hornsey
Recreation
Tasmania
and ainclude
representative
of
winning
the
women’s
pair,
Scott
Brennan
the Australian Special Forces (name cannot
be
defending his title in the men’s heavyweight
disclosed or published due to policies within the
CONTINUED PAGE 2
department).
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TIS cycling program changes

MARCH 2012

cycling

THE TIS cycling program has undergone some
significant changes in the last few months, with
former head coach Gene Bates accepting a
position as coach of the AIS-Orica Green Edge
Women’s team.

national track endurance coach for Cycling
Australia. Matt commenced duties with the
TIS late in November. Matt will continue to
do some coaching for Cycling Australia’s track
endurance program and will also continue to
provide advice across the State Institute and
Academies Network as Cycling Australia’s
network advisor.
Riders are currently in a preparation phase with
a big couple of months on the horizon, including
the Tasmanian Christmas Carnivals, then road
nationals in January and track nationals in
February.

Congratulations to Richie on winning the 2013
Southern Cross Television Tasmanian athlete
of the Year. Great recognition for Richie’s
amazing year.
Amy Cure was also recognised as a finalist at
the awards following her two medals at the track
worlds earlier in the year. Amy recently rode for
Australia at the UCI world cup in Mexico, where
the women’s team pursuit finished third.

Georgia Baker continues to benefit from senior
international experience having ridden at the
Manchester world cup in November, where the
Australians claimed silver in the women’s team
This is an outstanding opportunity for Gene and A number of riders, including Gerald Evans, pursuit. Georgia also rode the team pursuit at
the TIS wish him all the very best in the new rode for Team Polygon at the Tour of Tasmania the Oceania championships in New Zealand,
lightweight
Skipworth
(WAIS/TIS),
Ben
Cureton
Beltz the
and Anthony
Edwards.the Aussies in the
in October.
Alex
Clements
also
rode(WAIS/TIS),
for Team Sam
where
Kiwis defeated
role. Gene has World
done champion
an outstanding
job crew:
as Todd
final by three hundredths of a second.
head cycling coach in his two years with the TIS Huon-Genesis.
and has overseen the development of a number
of key riders.
Richie Porte was a member of the Team Sky Associate scholarship holders Wes Sulzberger
Team time trial that finished third at the 2013 and Will Clarke have both announced they will
The TIS is pleased to welcome back Matthew UCI road world championships. Richie also be riding for Team Dracpac in 2014. The cycling
THE TIS rowing program continues to go from
All Tasmanian-based
in the
wishes both Wesathletes
and Willcompeted
all the best
Gilmore as TIS head cycling coach. Matthew competed in the individual time trial and road program
strength to strength as athletes strive for
Tasmanian rowing championships with all of
with their new team.
has spent the last three years working as race.
Olympic selection.

Going from strength to strength
ROWING

TIS rowing athlete Anthony Edwards has been
awarded the prestigious title of Rowing Australia Athlete of the Year after an outstanding
2011 culminating with his crew winning the
lightweight four at the world rowing championships. Anthony and his crewmates and fellow TIS scholarship holders Sam Beltz (TIS),
cycling
Todd Skipworth (WAIS/TIS)
andETS
Ben Cureton
(WAIS/TIS) were also honoured with the Australian lightweight four winning the Male Crew
of the Year award.

letes with most athletes starting their year with
almost a continuous string of training camps as
they prepare for the upcoming Olympic selection regatta.

them enjoying success in various sculling and
sweep events.

Returning athlete Dana Faletic impressed all,
not only by winning the women’s single but by
competing for her club Lindisfarne in various
crew combinations, rowing with some young
athletes which lifted them to some solid results.
be tested
for the squad
Dean help
and to
Her experience
waswith
a Victoria
tremendous
Georgia
being added to the squad.
theseO’Rourke
young rowers.

ETS athletes promoted to scholarship
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theRobinson
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program following
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and hill
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in
recognition
of
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second
place
in the
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women’s double scull at the 2011 world rowing
championships.
2012 started very well for the TIS rowing ath-

The year started with a two-week camp at Barrington for the lightweight men’s sweep and
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letes at the January state pennant regatta.
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Following
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Other notable results include Kate Hornsey
winning the women’s pair, Scott Brennan
defending his title in the men’s heavyweight
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Sailing athletes
finalise preparation
for busy summer season ahead
MARCH 2012

athlete update
Sailing
TIS sailing athletes have completed their early
season training and have now entered the very
busy summer domestic competition season.
All athletes competed in Sail Melbourne
from 1-7 December 2013 with most athletes
following this with the Laser Nationals held from
27 December to 4 January.

Netball
The TIS Netball girls are now into full training for
the 2014 season.
World champion lightweight crew: Todd Skipworth (WAIS/TIS), Ben Cureton (WAIS/TIS), Sam Beltz and Anthony Edwards.

TIS scholarship holders Kelsie Rainbow and
Georgie Briggs have been named in the 2014
19 and under Tasmanian team with Kate Percy,
Dana Lester, Nikki Miller and Shelby Miller all in
the final phase of selection for the 2014 17 and
Tasmanian
side.continues to go from
THEunder
TIS rowing
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Going from strength to strength
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In the
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ROWING

Canoe
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Daniel
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The lightweight
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TIS hosting SPU conference
TASMANIAN INSTITUTE OF SPORT

sports performance
IN the past weeks we have been busy attending
and hosting conferences at the TIS.
Recently we had the applied physiology
conference, which saw sports scientists from
all institutes travel to Launceston for three days.
At the conference we had the chance to share
and discuss sports science research and ideas.
Many of our colleagues are using altitude and
heat training to enhance athlete training.

Some institutes have heat and altitude
chambers that allow the temperature and
oxygen concentration to be adjusted - usually
more of the former and less of the latter. Athletes
train on bike ergometers and an altitude and
temperature is selected, making it much harder
to train than in normal conditions. While altitude
and heat my improve performance by up to
two per cent when undertaken with care, wellplanned training and belief can be much more
effective.
Recently at the TIS coaches conference in
Hobart, Dr David Martin, from the AIS, spoke
about the belief effect athletes can develop.

Dr Martin was able to show that one of the
characteristics of great coaches is their ability
to ensure that athletes believe in themselves.
2012
Dr Martin presented research thatMARCH
is revealing,
positive performance benefits to a committed
belief to training. This research has shown
performance maybe improved up to five to six
per cent through a committed belief in training
approach. Furthermore, sensations of pain and
discomfort can be reduced through a positive
belief. Former TIS cyclist Belinda Goss shared
that key coaches and her mum helped to
develop a strong belief in her potential, which
helped her career hugely.

Farewell Justin
Track and field
Schueller
domestic season
Going from strength to strength
World champion lightweight crew: Todd Skipworth (WAIS/TIS), Ben Cureton (WAIS/TIS), Sam Beltz and Anthony Edwards.

basketball

track and field

THE TIS rowing program continues to go from
strength to strength as athletes strive for
TRACK and Field is moving into the new
Olympic selection.
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AFTER five years with the TIS, former head
basketball coach Justin Schueller has relocated
to Victoria
where he willathletes
work in
the High
All Tasmanian-based
competed
in the
Performance
Coach
Country
role.
Tasmanian
rowing
championships
with all of
them enjoying success in various sculling and

events. sad to see him leave, but
The sweep
TIS is obviously
wishReturning
well in his new
roleDana
with Basketball
Victoria. all,
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not only by winning the women’s single but by
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determined
to deliver
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The 2012 national rowing championships were
held from March 5-11 in Perth, Western Australia. One of the highlights was TIS lightweight
athletes Sam Beltz, Anthony Edwards, Todd
Skipworth and Ben Cureton winning the men’s
heavyweight four event, beating the much larger and more favoured crews. Sam and Anthony
also finished a very creditable fifth in the pair.
Other notable results include Kate Hornsey
winning the women’s pair, Scott Brennan
defending his title in the men’s heavyweight
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World champion lightweight crew: Todd Skipworth (WAIS/TIS), Ben Cureton (WAIS/TIS), Sam Beltz and Anthony Edwards.

Going from strength to strength
THE TIS rowing program continues to go from
strength to strength as athletes strive for
Olympic selection.
TIS rowing athlete Anthony Edwards has been
awarded the prestigious title of Rowing Australia Athlete of the Year after an outstanding
2011 culminating with his crew winning the
lightweight four at the world rowing championships. Anthony and his crewmates and fellow TIS scholarship holders Sam Beltz (TIS),
Todd Skipworth (WAIS/TIS) and Ben Cureton
(WAIS/TIS) were also honoured with the Australian lightweight four winning the Male Crew
of the Year award.
TIS Rowing Coach Brett Crow was named
Coach of the Year after the outstanding work he
did with the lightweight four. TIS/AIS scholarship holder Kerry Hore was also successful at
the awards being a part of the winning Female
Crew of the Year. Kerry was honoured with this
award in recognition of her second place in the
women’s double scull at the 2011 world rowing
championships.
2012 started very well for the TIS rowing ath-

ROWING
letes with most athletes starting their year with
almost a continuous string of training camps as
they prepare for the upcoming Olympic selection regatta.
The year started with a two-week camp at Barrington for the lightweight men’s sweep and
heavyweight men’s sculling Olympic shadow
squads. One of the highlights of this camp was
when the groups raced against each other in
front of Tasmania’s up-and-coming young athletes at the January state pennant regatta.
It’s not every day that you have 12 world champions racing together at Lake Barrington, and
what a spectacle it was in the traditional final
race of the day – the men’s eights.
Both the men’s lightweight eight and men’s
quad scull were invited to join the club and
school crews in the event. The lightweight men
won in a lightning fast time of 5:31 with the John
Driessen-coached quad coming a close second.

All Tasmanian-based athletes competed in the
Tasmanian rowing championships with all of
them enjoying success in various sculling and
sweep events.
Returning athlete Dana Faletic impressed all,
not only by winning the women’s single but by
competing for her club Lindisfarne in various
crew combinations, rowing with some young
athletes which lifted them to some solid results.
Her experience was a tremendous help to
these young rowers.
The 2012 national rowing championships were
held from March 5-11 in Perth, Western Australia. One of the highlights was TIS lightweight
athletes Sam Beltz, Anthony Edwards, Todd
Skipworth and Ben Cureton winning the men’s
heavyweight four event, beating the much larger and more favoured crews. Sam and Anthony
also finished a very creditable fifth in the pair.
Other notable results include Kate Hornsey
winning the women’s pair, Scott Brennan
defending his title in the men’s heavyweight
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